Does your plant have a problem?

Take a photo of the infected crop.

Download Plantix for free!

Get your result immediately.

Treat your plant right.

www.plantix.net/download

Let’s make a change.
We support farmers around the world to detect plant damages early and take the safety of their harvest into their own hands.

Shahrina Jahan · Bangladesh
“IT is really very interesting to learn about plant diseases in this forum. Thank you Plantix for this great app”

Chaitanya Ghandi · Maharashtra, India
“I have recently downloaded your app. Its a great idea. It’s like a portable lab.”

Kashvi Chandra · Hyderabad, India
“Plantix has helped me to treat fungi on my tomato plants, I am grateful for this initiative”

Our Partners

Easy plant diagnostics for your smartphone
Chose your crop and get started.

Using Plantix - clear & straightforward.

Plantix quickly leads you through the required steps to identify your plant damage.

Plantix analyzes your picture within a few seconds and delivers instant feedback on your plant problem.

Take a picture of the damaged plant.

One picture is enough

Based on a simple smartphone picture, Plantix’ image recognition is able to detect more than 120 plant pests & diseases automatically.

Every Picture helps others.

Every picture improves Plantix’ image recognition. That way, you can help farmers around the world to grow smart - start now!

Plantix tells you what’s wrong.

Management Options

On top of the detection result, Plantix offers you a detailed description of possible solutions - both biological and conventional.

Preventive Measures

Plant offers information on preventive measures to protect your crop from the next attack.

A plant disease library in your pocket

Knowledge to go

Plantix contains a huge library with over 350 detailed disease descriptions.

Act on information

We offer you biological and chemical treatments as well as preventive measures for every disease.

Exchange with experts worldwide.

Share your experience.

In the community you can post your questions and pictures and get feedback from other farmers or gardeners.

Ask experts.

Plantix’ experts answer your questions related to plant diseases and pests.

Regional weather forecast for farmers

Get detailed forecast and actual weather data.

Plantix offers detailed weather information on the following issues:

- Precipitation
- Humidity
- Air Pressure
- Temperature
- Wind speed